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How can technical assistance better respond to 
needs of businesses?

Project was initiated to help Georgia businesses 
keep track of and plan ahead for regulation 
deadlines

Overview
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Background
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Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI)

GECAP Program Manager since 2000

Provides free environmental compliance technical 
assistance to GA industries



Who GECAP Serves

245 firms 

77% manufacturing

230 employees on 
average



Telephone & Email Assistance

On-Site Inspections with Summary Reports

Website with resources: www.GECAP.org

Tech Guides (Regulation Fact Sheets)

Forms

Technical Assistance Publications from outside 
resources

Tools

6/14/2011

GECAP Services



 Hazardous Waste

 Industrial Waste Water

 Air Permitting

 EPCRA

 Electronic Waste

 Universal Waste

 Storm Water

 Oil Storage / SPCC

 Solid Waste Management

 Underground Storage 
Tanks (USTs)

 Biomedical Waste

Compliance Topics Covered



Based on 474 requests, 2006-2010

Assistance Requests
Hazardous waste 
is the #1 concern, 
followed closely by 
industrial storm 
water

Are GA facilities 
keeping up with 
important 
regulatory 
deadlines?
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No barriers exist

Lack of financial resources

Lack of staff/labor available to fulfill the requirements

Confusing regulations

Strict/inappropriate regulations

Fear that you won't properly implement the 
regulations

Other

From 2010 survey of 45 GECAP companies

What are the main barriers 
to compliance for Georgia businesses?



Project Rationale
Regulations are confusing to Georgia’s small and 
midsized firms

Difficult to know which regulations apply to a 
particular facility

Companies are subject to many inspections and 
reporting deadlines

Can we simplify how the information is 
delivered?



Environmental Regulatory 
Tool Integrated with Google

GECAP has used many web-based methods to 
deliver information

Google tools have been very useful for the 
program and for the users

Created a Google-based regulatory calendar



GECAP Calendar Process

Created decision matrix for 
facilities

Converted matrix to html 
questionnaire

Questionnaire generates 
calendar events customized 
for facilities



Calendar Tool Demo

Online questionnaire is 

currently in the “beta” 

phase

http://www.gecap.org/calendar/test_decision_tree.html










http://www.google.com/googlecalendar/event_publisher_guide.html

Google Event Publisher

Adds buttons for 

appointments to 

your website



http://www.google.com/support/calendar/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=41207

Google Embeddable Calendar

Adds searchable, 

interactive 

calendar to your 

website that 

others can view 

and subscribe to



Google Calendar Publisher

Can also add a scrolling 

calendar with significant dates



Advantages Disadvantages
Google Calendar is intuitive 
and can be used by anyone 
with a free account

Events can be exported or 
synched to Outlook, iPhone, 
etc.

Coding is easy

Users only add dates that 
relate to their facility

Google event publisher does 
not automatically allow 
repeating events, users must 
manually edit entries

May not be embraced by 
those without a Google 
(Gmail) account

Full usability limited to savvy 
Google consumers

Google Calendar Tool



Upcoming Improvements

Adding other regulations that impact 
manufacturing facilities to calendar:

DOT

OSHA



Other GECAP tools

Web course for hazardous waste awareness

How and where to report a spill decision matrix 

Storm water tool based on Google Maps



GECAP Stormwater Tool



Part III. C. Of Georgia’s Industrial General 
Permit is intended to identify which 

facilities may have a reasonable potential 
to contribute specific pollutants of concern  
(POC) to impaired stream segments and 

require additional sampling to determine if 
stricter controls are necessary to improve 
the quality of storm water discharges from 

those sites.

GA 2006 Storm 
Water Permit  – Part III. C



For Georgia Industries
If a facility discharges storm water associated with 
industrial activity to, or within 1 linear mile upstream 
of and within the same watershed as, any portion of 
a stream segment listed on GA’s  303(d) list, then 
you must satisfy the requirements of Part III.C of 

the permit 

if and only if …..

a POC for which the impaired stream segment has 
been listed may be exposed to storm water as a 

result of current or previous industrial activity at the 
facility.



Problem: How do Facilities 
Determine if Part III.C is Required?

1. GET a specific 
topographic map

2. Determine location 
of facility on topo 
map

3. Use a compass and 
the map’s legend to 
determine and draw 
the 1 mile radius

The “old way” was cumbersome and confusing



Problem: How do Facilities 
Determine if Part III.C is Required?

4. Using the map 
contour lines, 
determine what 
watershed the facility 
is located within 
(what streams facility 
discharges to)

5. Check 303(d) list on 
EPD’s website to 
see if the receiving 
stream is listed



Problem: How do Facilities 
Determine if Part III.C is Required?

6. If receiving water is listed, determine if 
the facility location is upstream of the 
impacted stream.

7. If yes, determine what the stream is 
impacted for and assess if the facility 
could be/have been a contributor.

Ex. Stream impacted for Copper.  Facility 
extrudes copper wiring.



Easy Enough??

No. GECAP facility inspections revealed most 
industrial storm water permittees in the small to 
mid-sized business sector we support did not 
have a good understanding of how to determine 
applicability of Part III. C. to their location.



We Have The Solution!
GECAP created a web-based tool that 
allows companies to simply enter their 
address and then instantly view a 
Google map showing if they are 
located within the 1-mile radius of an 
impacted stream.

Recently updated with 2010 data



Storm Water Tool: 
Concept and Development

Goal was to use free software and GA’s free data 
to demystify the storm water permit process 
using an innovative technical assistance method

Wanted an intuitive, web-based tool

Determined Google Maps API was a good fit



Before Beginning: 
Should I Choose Google Maps API?

Pros:

Completely free of charge

Many users (and majority of 
people on the web) are 
familiar with the Google 
Map interface

Wide network of developers 
that offer support and open 
source code

No advertising (for now)

Cons:

More complex applications 
may require some coding 
and/or GIS expertise

Maximum 3MB kml files, 80 
features/view, 1,000 
document-wide features

Limit of 15,000 address 
matches per day



Creating the Google Tool

Code was derived from open source and Google Maps API online 
community 

Data Inputs for the GA Tool

GA EPD 305(b)/303(d) list was updated in 2008 as a shapefile and 
again in 2010

Hydrologic unit boundaries (HUC-12) shapefile also available from 
state agency

1-mile buffers of impacted streams created in GIS software

Shapefile data converted to kml using a free script













Additional Google Tools

Tools to track searches and web traffic:

Google Analytics: 
https://www.google.com/analytics/settings/home

Google Webmaster: 
https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/home?hl=en 



Google Analytics Dashboard
Keeps track of trends, can set goals, provides 

comprehensive traffic statistics by simple adding 

a few lines of code to the pages on a website



Google Analytics Geographic Data
Allows you to map traffic to site



Google Analytics Geographic Data
GECAP users are located in populated areas of 

the state and manufacturing clusters



Analytics by Specific 
Page: Stormwater Tool Usage

Stormwater site was used 60 times by 44 users  

in first half of the year



Google Webmaster Dashboard



Google Webmaster Tracks Search Queries
Webmaster tracks searches and clicks 

associated with the website to help you calibrate 

your profile on Google



Google Tools and P2

Decrease in companies requesting site visits and 
increase in web traffic to site

Increase in interest in certain topics validates 
what we hear from companies

Google and other open source internet widgets 
are a great resource for promoting environmental 
compliance
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